ENCUENTROS INTERMETODISTAS
2020

El Instituto Mexicano Madero, el Instituto Normal México y la Universidad Madero, se
complacen en
CONVOCAR
A las Instituciones Educativas Metodistas miembros de la REMM a participar en los
Encuentros Intermetodistas 2020 que se llevarán a cabo del 11 al 14 de marzo en las
instalaciones del Plantel Zavaleta del IMM y de la Universidad Madero, bajo las siguientes:
BASES
DEPORTE/DISCIPLINA
CATEGORÍA
RAMA
ELEGIBILIDAD:

INSCRIPCIONES:
SISTEMA DE COMPETENCIA:

VESTIMENTA/UNIFORMES:

JUNTA PREVIA Y SORTEO:
ÁRBITROS/JURADOS.
PREMIACIÓN:

REGLAMENTOS:
TRANSITORIOS:

Spelling Bee Bachillerato
Bachillerato
Mixto
Alumnos inscritos en las instituciones educativas
Metodistas, modalidad individual, y un máximo 2
participantes por escuela.
A partir de la publicación de la presente y hasta el 31 de
enero de 2020.
El sistema competencia será en rondas en las cuales
todos los participantes tendrán dos oportunidades, los
participantes que deletreen dos palabras de forma
incorrecta abandonarán el concurso, los ganadores serán
los dos últimos participantes.
Ropa formal.
Hombres: traje, saco, corbata, camisa y pantalón formal.
Mujeres: evitar minifaldas y escotes.
Se realizará el 11 de marzo de 2020 a las 19:30 hrs. en los salones
del Plantel Zavaleta.
Serán designados por el comité organizador y sus decisiones
serán inapelables.
Se premiará a los tres primeros lugares con medallas.
Los resultados se darán a conocer y se entregarán los premios
correspondientes al final de cada competencia.

Se revisar´pa en la junta previa.
Los puntos no previstos en esta convocatoria serán
revisados y solucionados por el Comité organizador
RESPONSABLES DEL CONCURSO

__________________________________
Mtra. Nefertiti González Valdés

__________________________________
Juan Manuel Molina Campos
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Word
Definition
abscess (n) a localized collection of pus in tissues of the body.
accessible means easy to approach.
(adj)
accommodat to provide with a place to live or to be stored in.
e (v)
accordion (n) a musical instrument.
annulment the declaration that annuls a marriage.
(n)
baboon (n) a large monkey found in Africa or Arabia.
balloon (n) an inflated bag.
barbiturate used to medicine as a sedative.
(n)
barrette (n) a clasp used to hold a girl''s hair in place.
bread (n)
a food made from flour, water, and usually yeast, mixed together and baked.
breath (n)
the air that goes into and out of your lungs.
breathe (v) to move air into and out of the lungs.
cache (n)
a hiding place.
calendar (n) a table of days and weeks in a year.
camaraderie good fellowship.
(n)
campaign (n) a military operation for a specific objective.
canvass (v) to solicit votes.
caterpillar
the larva of a butterfly or moth.
cemetery
a place set apart for graves or tombs.
chant (n)
a kind of rhythmical song that uses only one or two notes.
chore (n)
a job or piece of work that is often boring or unpleasant but needs to be done
regularly.
chameleon a lizard that can, as protection, change color.
(n)
charisma (n) a personal quality that gives one power over a group of people.
chauffeur (n) a person employed to drive an automobile.
deductible means capable of being deducted.
(adj)
defendant a person against whom a charge is brought against in court.
(n)
descender the part of the letter that goes below the body.
(n)
dialogue (n) conversation with two or more people.
dictionary (n) a book containing a selection of words or a language.
ecstasy (n) rapturous delight.
elite (n)
the choice or the best of anything.
especially
very much; more than usual or more than other people or things
(adv)
embarrass to cause confusion and shame to.
(v)
fatigue (n) weariness from exertion.
faucet (n)
a device to control the flow of liquid.
fiery (adj)
containing fire or impetuous.
fight (n)
a battle or combat.
flaunt (v)
means to display oneself conspicuously.
galloping (v) running or moving quickly.
gambol (v) means to skip about, as in dancing.
geisha (n)
a Japanese woman trained as a singer or dancer.
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gerund (n) a verb functioning as a noun.
geyser (n)
a hot spring that sends up jets of water and steam.
giraffe (n)
a long-necked African animal.
hallow (v)
means to make holy.
halve (n)
to divide into two equal parts.
hangar (n)
a shelter for airplanes.
harass (v)
to disturb persistently.
harlequin (n) a buffoon.
hassle (n)
a disorderly dispute.
havoc (n)
great destruction or devastation.
hearken (n) to pay attention or listen to.
hearth (n) the floor of a fireplace.
hemisphere half of the terrestrial globe.
(n)
Icon (n)
a picture, image or other representation.
Illegible (adj) hard to read or decipher because of poor handwriting.
illicit (adj)
not legally permitted.
illiteracy (n) a lack of ability to read and write.
imbecile
a person having a mental age of seven or eight.
(adj)
impasse (n) a deadlock.
impede (v) to retard in movement by means of obstacles.
incense (n) a substance producing sweet odor when burned, used in religious ceremonies to
enhance a mood.
incessant
means continuing without interruption.
(adj)
incite (v)
to stir, encourage or urge on.
incognito (n) to have one's identity concealed.
inertia (n)
lack of motion, sluggishness.
inevitable
something that can't be avoided.
(adj)
jaguar (n)
is the largest cat in the western hemisphere.
jamb (n)
a vertical side of a doorway.
janitor (n)
a person employed to keep things clean.
jaundice (n) a yellow discoloration of the skin or eyes.
jealous (adj) feeling resentment against someone because of success of advantages.
jeer (v)
to scoff at someone.
jeopardy (n) risk to loss, harm, death or injury.
karate (n)
a method of self-defense.
kayak (n)
an Eskimo canoe.
kerosene (n) a mixture of hydrocarbons used as fuel, or cleaning material.
kettle (n)
a metal container in which to cook foods.
khaki (adj) means dull yellowish brown.
kidnapped means being stolen, abducted or carried off by force.
(adj)
labor (n)
productive activity for the sake of economic gain.
lacquer (n) protective coating.
ladle (n)
a long-handled utensil used for dipping.
lamb (n)
a young sheep.
language (n) a body of words common to a people.
laugh (v)
to express pleasure audibly.
libelous (adj) maliciously defamatory.
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lightning (n)
limousine (n)
liquor (n)
macabre
(adj)
macaroni (n)
magnificent
(adj)
maintenance
(n)
malaria (n)
malice (n)
malign (adj)
malleable
(adj)
manacle (n)
mantel (n)
margarine
(n)
marina (n)
maroon (n)
marriage (n)

a brilliant electric spark discharge.
a large, luxurious car, especially one driven by a chauffeur.
a distilled or spirituous beverage.
gruesome and horrifying.
a small tubular pasta.
making a splendid appearance or show.
the act of keeping things in good order.
a disease characterized by chills or fever, caused by the bite of a mosquito.
the desire to inflict harm on someone.
to speak harmful untruths about.
capable of being shaped by hammering or pressure.
a shackle for the hand; handcuffs.
a construction framing the opening of a fireplace.
a butter-like product made from refined vegetable oils.

a boat basin offering dockage and other service for small craft.
a dark brownish-red.
the social institution under which a man and woman decide to live as husband and
wife by legal
commitments, religious ceremonies.
105 martial (adj) inclined or disposed to war.
a person who suffers death rather than give up religion.
106 martyr (n)
107 massacre (n) the unnecessary killing of human beings, as in a war.
a pale bluish purple.
108 mauve (n)
109 mechanical having to do with machinery.
(adj)
of only ordinary or moderate quality.
110 mediocre
(adj)
111 naive (adj) means unsophisticated or ingenuous.
of or pertaining to the nose.
112 nasal (adj)
113 nausea (n) sickness at the stomach, especially when loathing food.
being essential; indispensable.
114 necessary
(adj)
the secretion of a plant, which attracts insects or birds that pollinate the flower.
115 nectar (n)
116 nephew (n) a son of one's brother or sister.
to lie close and snug.
117 nestle (n)
118 obelisk (n) a tapering, four-sided shaft of stone, with a pyramidal top.
119 obese (adj) means very fat or overweight.
120 obituary (n) the notice of the death of a person.
to follow the directions of someone.
121 obey (v)
122 oblique (adj) means slanting; sloping.
123 obvious (adj) easily understood or recognizable.
124 odious (adj) hateful or detestable.
an agreement, covenant or compact.
125 pact (n)
126 pageant (n) an elaborate public spectacle.
the official residence of an exalted person.
127 palace (n)
the roof of the mouth.
128 palate (n)
a room in which food is kept.
129 pantry (n)
130 papaya (n) a large, yellow, melonlike fruit.
102
103
104
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paprika (n) a red, powdery condiment.
paraffin (n) a substance used in candles or to waterproof paper.
parallel (n) extending in the same direction, but never converging.
parcel (n)
a small package, a bundle.
partial (adj) means incomplete.
particle (n) a tine or very small bit.
patience (n) the quality of being patient.
paws (n)
are the feet of an animal having claws.
pedal (n)
a foot-operated lever used for various things.
peddle (v) to carry things from place to place for sale.
pedestrian a person who goes on foot.
(n)
peek (v)
to look or glance quickly or furtively.
pension (n) a fixed amount other than a salary paid to a person.
perceive (v) to become aware of.
perceptive having or showing keenness of insight, understanding or intuition.
(adj)
perplex (v) to cause to be puzzled over what is not understood.
principal
first in order of importance.
(adj)
principle (n) a basic idea or rule that explains or controls how something happens or works.
raccoon (n) an animal with a mask-like stripe across the eyes.
racquetball a game similar to handball, but played with a racquet.
(n)
raise (v)
to move to a higher position.
ramble (v) to wander around in an aimless manner.
rapport (n) relation or connection.
rapture (n) ecstatic joy or delight.
ravine (n)
a narrow, steep-sided valley.
razor (n)
an instrument used for shaving.
reactor (n) an apparatus in which a nuclear chain-reaction can be obtained.
receipt (n) a written acknowledgment of having received something.
receive (v) to take something into one's possession.
recess (n)
a temporary withdrawal from work or activity.
schedule (n) a plan of procedure.
scholar (n) a learned person.
science (n) a branch of knowledge or study
scissors (n) a cutting instrument.
sheer (adj) transparently thin.
shepherd (n) a person who tends or guards sheep.
sheriff (n)
the law-enforcement officer of a county.
shield (n)
a piece of armor worn on the arm of defensive purposes.
specially
extremely or in particular
(adv)
tablespoonfu the amount a tablespoon can hold.
l (n)
tabloid (n) a newspaper whose pages are about half the size of a standard-sized newspaper.
tackle (n)
equipment, apparatus or gear, especially for fishing.
tailor (n)
a person who makes, mends or alters clothing.
tale (n)
a narrative that relates details or some event or incident.
talk (v)
to communicate by speaking.
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an instrument to make distant objects appear larger.
the act of stretching or straining.
very small amounts of something
a local expert who knows how to follow the tracks of animals and to find them
a loose top and trousers, worn either by people who are training or exercising, or
as informal clothing.
tusks (n)
two extremely long teeth of an elephant.
typhoon (n) a very strong tropical storm.
ubiquitous present everywhere.
(adj)
umbrella (n) a device for protection against the rain.
uncomfortab not feeling comfortable and pleasant, or not making you feel comfortable and
le (adj)
pleasant.
unforgettabl An unforgettable experience has such a strong effect or influence on you that you
e (adj)
cannot forget it.
unfortunatel saddly, unluckily
y (adv)
uniqueness singularity
(n)
unspoiled
in the natural state
(adj)
vilify (v)
say bad things about someone or something
vintage (adj) old
volunteer (n)
a person who does something, especially helping people, willingly and without
being forced or paid to do it.
voyage (n) a long journey, especially by ship.
waterproof water-resistant.
(adj)
telescope (n)
tension (n)
traces (n)
tracker (n)
tracksuit (n)

